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Linear and Non-Linear Video and TV Applications: Using IPv6 and IPv6 MulticastJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Provides options for implementing IPv6 and IPv6 multicast in service provider networks


	New technologies, viewing paradigms, and content distribution approaches are taking the TV/video services industry by storm. Linear and Nonlinear Video and TV Applications: Using IPv6 and IPv6 Multicast identifies five emerging...
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Tumor Metabolome Targeting and Drug Development (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Springer, 2014

	In this volume, the major metabolic alterations identified in cancer and tumor-associated cells are explored, including discussions of former and emerging approaches to drug development in targeting cancer cell metabolism.

	

	The metabolic network in cells promotes the generation of both energy and biomass needed for them to...
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The Essential Handbook of Treatment and Prevention of Alcohol ProblemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The last three decades have seen an explosion of social, psychological and clinical research to identify effective strategies to prevent and treat alcohol-related problems. This “Essential Handbook” contains an updated selection of reviews of “what works” drawn from the critically acclaimed International...
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ImageCLEF: Experimental Evaluation in Visual Information RetrievalSpringer, 2010

	The creation and consumption of content, especially visual content, is ingrained into our modern world. This book contains a collection of texts centered on the evaluation of image retrieval systems. To enable reproducible evaluation we must create standardized benchmarks and evaluation methodologies. The individual chapters in this book...
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SAP MM-Functionality and Technical ConfigurationSAP Press, 2006
This detailed reference book explains the basic aspects of each area within MM before exploring their specific functionality. Readers stand to benefit quickly by developing a comprehensive understanding of MM and by learning how it works and interacts with other SAP modules.     All aspects are covered in detail, as are the key...
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Integration of Alternative Sources of EnergyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Our goal in writing this book was to discuss the ‘‘electrical side’’ of alternative energy sources. From the beginning, we felt that this approach would be a challenge that would be very difficult to fulfill. Most of the current technical work explores just one or two types of alternative energy sources, but the integration...
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Multidimensional Databases: Problems and SolutionsIGI Global, 2003

	The term "multidimensional data" generally refers to data in which a given fact is quantified by a set of measures, obtained by applying one more or less complex aggregative function (from count or sum to average or percent, and so on) to raw data. Such measures are...
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Currencies, Commodities and ConsumptionCambridge University Press, 2013

	Currency values, prices, consumption and incomes are at the heart of the economic performance of all countries. In order to make a meaningful comparison between one economy and another, economists routinely make use of purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rates, but while PPP rates are widely used and well understood, they take a lot of...
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Frying: Improving quality (Woodhead Publishing Series in Food Science, Technology and Nutrition)Woodhead Publishing, 2001

	
		Pan-frying and deep-frying have been very popular and ancient methods of food
	
		preparations for more than 4000 years. Pre-fried and fried food products like
	
		potato crisps, fish fingers or French fries have become a main component of our
	
		diet. It is estimated that the total usage of frying fats and oils in restaurants,...
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Food Process Engineering and Technology (Food Science and Technology)Academic Press, 2008


	We begin this book with the theme of the 13th World Congress of the International

	Union of Food Science and Technology (IUFoST), held in Nantes, France, in

	September 2006, in recognition of the vital role of food and food processing in our

	life. The necessity to subject the natural food materials to some kind of treatment...
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Building Your Next Big Thing with Google Cloud Platform: A Guide for Developers and Enterprise ArchitectsApress, 2015

	Building Your Next Big Thing with Google Cloud Platform shows you how to take advantage of the Google Cloud Platform technologies to build all kinds of cloud-hosted software and services for both public and private consumption. Whether you need a simple virtual server to run your legacy application or you need to architect a...
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Predictive Biomarkers in Oncology: Applications in Precision MedicineSpringer, 2018

	  “Precision/personalized or stratified medicine” refers to the tailoring of medical treatment or drug administration to the individual characteristics of each patient treatment. It does not literally mean that a pharmaceutical company makes a drug for an individual patient for consumption and treatment but rather means the...
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